
Local businesses were waiting for
Batman when he descended on
Bedfordshire last year to film his latest
epic.

Despite all the secrecy and a cover
story of 'The Intimidation Game', it didn't
take long for word to get out that the super
hero was coming to town and looking for
local companies to help out.

Stanair got in on the act when studio
bosses checked out the location at
Cardington and discovered that they
needed help to keep the gigantic rolling
doors which guard the old airship hanger
in running order. 

The Building Research
Establishment, owners of the premises,
recommended Stanair having used them
for many years to maintain the entrance.

In fact the job turned out to be much
bigger than anticipated; not only were
Stanair asked to keep the super-size
doors rolling but they were also
commissioned to supply and fit numerous
roller shutters for the scenery.

Using specialist light weight metal

fitments, made by
Supreme Shutters
and designed to keep
the load down,
Stanair fitted 14
doors in total,
providing the
backdrop for the
famous Gotham City. 

Some were fully
functional for
operation during
filming while others
were required purely
as a prop and needed
no electrical
operators.

Designed as the
prequel to the  1989 Batman classic,
Batman Begins covers the super hero's
early years as he grew from a boy to a
man. 

The final cut of the film, directed by
Christopher Nolan and starring Christian
Bale in the title role, opened to rave
reviews in July.

Filming took place during May and
June last year, with Stanair working
behind the scenes to ensure that the
correct doors opened and closed at the
right times, in line with the script. 

But through the power of the movies,
their work will be visible to millions of
filmgoers over the coming years.  
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What should have been a simple
move turned out to be more like a game of
chess for the staff of Peterborough depot.

Originally planned for early this year,
completion of the new unit in Fairweather
Court, Newark Road was delayed and the
move finally took place in late April.
Surprisingly that was the easy bit; worse
was to come.

As the twelve members of staff took to
their new offices and settled behind their
desks they made a nasty discovery - there
were no telephone lines! Swift action by
Will Smith, depot manager, solved that
problem fairly quickly but there was still
one predicament to overcome. 

Despite a promise that a broadband
line had been installed, the building was
completely cut off from the outside world.
Stanair's intranet, which connects the
various depots and keeps the work

flowing, was floating in the ether and the
Internet was on another planet. Carrier
pigeons were considered but discounted
so once the phone lines were connected,
all business had to be transacted verbally.

Credit is due to all members of the
Peterborough staff who worked hard to
overcome their difficulties and ensure that
the famed Stanair two hour response time
was kept, despite the problems.

The broadband line was finally
connected in early June, six weeks after
the move and Stanair Peterborough is
now fully up to speed.

Will Smith told us: "Despite all the
communications difficulties the move
went reasonably smoothly and we are
now enjoying the extra space our new
offices provide, especially in our
administration office, canteen and
reception areas."  

BATMAN FLIES IN

CHECK MATE AT PETERBOROUGH
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EDITORIAL
A very warm welcome to all our

readers, hopefully refreshed from a
summer break. Already it would seem
that winter, and of course Christmas,
are not too far away. Enjoy reading
about some of the things that have
happened to us more recently which are
included in this issue.

As an update on operational matters
we now have 42 service vans from our
four depots across the region and are
therefore better placed to deliver the
service you need than ever before. We
have increased our training budget by
50% this year to ensure that our staff
are fully trained to meet your
requirements. We have relocated where
necessary and updated our systems in
our efforts to meet our commitment to
you. On that note we are always
interested in hearing from you about
other services you would like or on ways
in which to improve the ones you
already have from us.

Perhaps we should all take heed of
some of the things that have happened
to some of our less fortunate customers.
See Page 3 'Late Night Call'. If you feel
you would like some help in reducing
the risk of such an occurrence
happening to your premises, we do offer
an absolutely free advisory and
proposal service when you require it
and, on that note, prevention is always
better than cure.

Legislation continues to flood in, not
only from Europe but also from our own
government bodies. Here at the
Stanair/Shire group we continue to
monitor the requirements and possible
impact of this new legislation in relation
to the products and services we offer to
ensure we not only keep you fully
operational and secure, but also help
you meet your legal obligations.

If you have an interesting story to
tell, particularly in relation to access and
security or, perhaps, would like to
promote your product or service through
us with an interesting story in the next
issue of our newsletter, then please
contact us . 

Likewise, if you need any help or
advice with operational or legislative
matters regarding your access and
security systems, we will be pleased to
help in any way. Our team is always
ready to assist.

We look forward to hearing from you
shortly.  

Increasing regulations for the workplace keep us all on our toes. These days it
seems that little can be done without referring to a batch of regulations which seem to
pour out of the European Union on an almost daily basis.

Electrically operated industrial doors are no exception; the law requires that all
companies ensure their entrance and exit devices are safe and fully comply with the
regulations.

To achieve this every piece
of equipment, device or
system must now 'be
maintained (including
cleaned as appropriate) in an
efficient state, in efficient
working order and in good
repair. Where appropriate,
the equipment, devices and
systems to which this
regulation applies shall be
subject to a suitable system
of maintenance.' *

However, Stanair always
recommends that
maintenance should be
carried out on all industrial
doors, whether electrically
operated or not, at least once per year, in line with the widely accepted minimum
industry standard. By adopting a pro-active approach to maintenance the operating
company shows that it intends to comply with both the spirit and the letter of the law.

Stanair offer a number of flexible maintenance packages which can be tailored
exactly to each customer's needs. A full schedule of maintenance is agreed at the
outset, following which Stanair will attend their customer's premises on a regular basis
without further requests.

If faults or potential problems are
discovered Stanair will draw up a
repair plan to return the equipment to
full working order. This can range
from a minor problem with a lock to a
major overhaul or replacement of a
system part.

They can also advise on possible
upgrades to improve working
practices and help staff operate the
equipment more efficiently.

All Stanair engineers are highly qualified and have experience working with a wide
variety of industrial doors. The company themselves are members of the DHF (Door &
Hardware Federation), Investors in People recognised and ISO9000/2000 certified,
giving extra reassurance to their
customers.

With the law changing ever more
frequently, it pays to make sure that
your industrial doors fully comply
with the current regulations. Why not
call Stanair today and request a full
maintenance check?  

KEEPING WITHIN THE LAW

Regular maintenance has a number of merits:
Anticipation of possible problems
Planned rectification of any faults
Avoidance of heavy breakdown costs
Prolonging the life of the equipment

In addition, for electrically operated doors:
Meeting the requirements of Health
& Safety legislation

*The Workplace (Health,
Safety & Welfare)
Regulations 1992



Criminals are becoming ever more professional and their
crimes increasingly sophisticated. Simply locking the door
when you leave the office and hoping for the best is no
longer an option. Your premises could be next on the
target list of your local burglar.

The minimum requirement is a good alarm system,
capable of detecting unwanted visitors. 

Intruder alarms are available with a variety of detectors
including infrared movement, heat, shock and glass break
types. Alarm signals range from bells and sirens to direct
messages via the telephone to a variety of recipients,
including the police.

When you need more protection then you should
consider a CCTV system.  These are being used
increasingly in criminal detection and prosecutions and
can provide the vital piece of identification that secures a
conviction.

CCTV systems allow the activation of any camera to
control a wide variety of options including switching on lights
and TV / video to view and record the activity. Advanced CCTV
systems allow the recording of several cameras at the same
time, in either black & white or colour. 

Fire is another consideration, arson being a common form of
vandalism. You can protect your premises with one of a range
of fire detector products to give a clear and widely audible
warning. Additional options include smoke and heat detectors,
alerting you to possible danger; sprinkler monitoring systems,
which activate when indications of fire are present, fire alarm
control panels, offering a monitoring system for all types of
business building applications and Carbon Monoxide protection,
to ensure employee safety from this colourless and odourless
killer.

Finally, you could install an access control system which

allows entry to authorised personnel only. Communication
access control systems are available in a number of varieties
and the options available include audio and video systems. To
ensure optimum safety, video cameras can pan and tilt to fully
scan the entry area, with infrared illuminating and backlights to
see callers in poor lighting. 

Other access control systems include swipe card readers,
keypad access, keypad and card insert readers and proximity
readers. A lockout facility is provided with the keypad access to
prevent entry through trial and error of code input.

If you are currently relying on a lock and a few bolts for
security then now is the time to do something about it. Contact
Shire Security today and give a burglar a hard time.  
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There you are, sound asleep in a nice
warm bed, when the phone rings in the
middle of the night. The phone call you
dread.

Yes, the police are on the line, telling
you that a vandal has targeted your
premises for a ram raid and your
warehouse is now insecure.

This is a typical emergency call-out
for Stanair Industrial Door Services
engineers. They are often called out to
deal with the aftermath of such raids,
making temporary repairs to ensure that
the building and its contents are secure
until a replacement door can be fitted.

The photos show the damage caused
by one such raid earlier this year.
Amazing just how much damage one
small vehicle can inflict in the hands of a
determined thief, isn't it?  

LATE NIGHT
CALL

GIVE A BURGLAR A HARD TIME!

Intercom in use at building entrance



Len was just as shocked about the most
expensive record fact as we were. We were
expecting him to say he owned it having
seen his mini outside! (top of the range)

Len has what he calls an acquired taste
in music, he enjoys listening to American Mo-town, Northern soul music from the 60’s. 

The records he collects have not been chart toppers, and are produced by small
unknown labels from the 60’s. Len pointed out that Mo-town originated in Detroit so it
has the American cultural influence behind it. Of all of the Mo-town music his favourite
type is Mid-tempo Northern soul.

Len first developed an interest in this style of music at the age of 14 when he was
into Scooters. The first record he ever bought was called ‘Nothing but a house party’,
by the Show Stoppers, and produced by Beacon Records. This was when Len began
to DJ which only encouraged his collection of soulful vinyls.
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SOUL SECURITY!
We never expected Len of LD Fabrications to need a second roller shutter, especially for this purpose!

DDIDID YOUYOU KKNOWNOW??
The average cost of someone in the UK’s music
collection is £15,000! One in ten people have over
500 albums. (Readers Digest September 2005,
Barclay Research)

The UK’s most expensive record ever bought was
produced in 1958 by three of the original Beatles who
at the time called themselves the Quarrymen; the
record was called ‘That’ll be the day’ and cost just
90p to produce. It cost the buyer £100,000.
(www.femalefirst.co.uk, November 2004)

Len has been collecting Mo-town records since 1984 yet has no  particular favourite
record or band. ‘As you grow up you go through stages - liking certain songs, bands,
records. They  remind you of parts of your life so I could never pick just one as my
favourite.’

His interest for music grew, so did his love for his DJ interest. Len now DJs for a
Northern Soul night in Wellingborough’s Embankment Club. 



Len informed us that ‘there are a lot more collectors
around now, people tend to obsess over collectors items. All
it takes is for someone to find out where I live, if they know
what collector’s records I have. This roller shutter will slow
them down if nothing else.’

Len’s original contact with Stanair was through his
business - LD Fabrications, where he had a door installed.
Len had used the sticker from this door to enquire about a
roller shutter for his collection. When he rang up, Mary Hill
answered the phone and Len recognised her from previous
business done.
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He’s been a DJ in Italy doing similar types of soul
nights. Len wanted to be able to play the type of
music he liked, this opportunity was available at the
Embankment Club.

Len has around 4000 vinyl records. The value of
his records is more sentimental than anything else.
Although some are quite sought after. One of the
vinyls he owns is one of only eight ever made.

His most valuable record on a sentimental level is
by Patti Austin called ‘He’s good enough for me’, this
was produced by Coral Records.

He sees his record collection as an investment
and because of this Len chose to protect his
collection with a lockable roller shutter door from the
Stanair range, which provides protection against theft
and offers a solution for secure storage.

Len states ‘Stanair are friendly and offer a good service; it makes a difference when
choosing a service. The engineers came and did the work, they were there until seven
at night ensuring it was finished. Stanair work together with the customer to provide a
good service’.

Our final question to Len was  ‘Overall did the Stanair experience delight you?’ his
response  - ‘Absolutely!’

See more of our caseSee more of our case
studies at:studies at:

wwwwww.st.stanairanair.co.uk.co.uk



PRIDE IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Young people in Northamptonshire

have been recognised for their
achievements with an award
sponsored by Stanair Industrial Doors
Services Ltd.

The Young Achievers category of
Pride in Northamptonshire celebrates
the capacity of young people to
perform outside their normal sphere of
activities. 

It also recognises their
extraordinary dedication and hard work
in the community leading them to
incredible individual achievements.

The students of Acam Music were
recently announced as the winners of
this year's award. They were
nominated after organising charity
concerts for Macmillan Cancer Relief

and the Cynthia Spencer Hospice
Appeal.

With ages ranging from six to 60,
the music students willingly give up
their time to practice and rehearse and
through their performances have
raised thousands of pounds for charity.

Unfortunately most of the students
were unable to attend the awards
ceremony due to a prior engagement
but head of music, Joanne Cottram,
said: "We are absolutely thrilled. It is so
nice to be given some recognition for
the students and the hard work they
have put in.

"Over the years the students have
raised a great deal of money for charity
and we will be looking to use the £100
we have won to help us raise even

more.
"We are very grateful and very

thrilled to have won this great
award."  
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Stanair staff promoting the Pride in
Northamptonshire Young Achievers Award

STSTANAIR CHALLENGEANAIR CHALLENGE
If you enjoy stretching your brain, why not try the Stanair challenge?

1 How many words of four or more letters can you make from the name STANAIR?
eg: stain, star

2 How many sentences can you write using the letters of STANAIR to start the words?
eg: Stan Told Ann Nothing About Ivan's Romance

3 If A=26 and Z=1, what is the value of VAT on Stanair (to the nearest penny)?

A small prize will be awarded to the person who finds the largest number of words, 
writes the most sentences and answers the number question correctly.

Email your answers, by 15 December  2005, to: 
info@stanair.co.uk

or post to: Natalia Hover
Stanair Industrial Door Services Ltd

Unit 2 Henson Way
Telford Way Industrial Estate

Kettering, Northants
NN16 8PX

Acam Music students
receiving their award
from Sally Gunnell and
Michael Markham

Photographs printed by kind permission
of Northamptonshire Newspapers
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Matt Irons is probably best
known as a Stanair salesman,
based at the Rugby depot. But
he actually spends much of his
time pursuing an all consuming
passion - motor racing.

Driving a 1983 BMW E21
3.2i, Matt has powered his way
up the grid in the Classic
Touring Cars Group 1
Championship this year. His
second season of racing is
proving successful, if a little
expensive. 

Average running costs for
his car reach £500 each week
of the season, just to cover
fuel, entries and accommodation.

So he was delighted when Stanair
offered to sponsor him for two races this
year: the CSMA Festival at Brands Hatch
and a series race at Mallory Park. The
photograph shows Matt on the Brands
Hatch circuit, his car proudly displaying
the Stanair logo.

Matt started his racing career in go-
karts and admits he had a steep learning
curve last season. However, at Brands
Hatch this year he qualified in 15th place
out of an entry of 36 cars, so progress has
been good. His ambition is to race on
every circuit in the UK and he is  well on

his way to achieving that.
For Matt, racing is also a

family affair. Both his
daughter Samantha and her
husband André compete
against him in the same
series while wife Diane and
grandson Jake are cheering
on from the pits.

And what of Matt's plans
for the future? 

Well, he is now thinking
of a new car for next season
and is considering making a
move to post-historic car

races if he can find the right
vehicle.
However, his first priority is

sponsorship. With costs rising weekly,
especially fuel, he is actively looking for
other companies who are prepared to
fund some of his racing activities in return
for advertising space on his car.

Stanair wish Matt the best of luck for
the remainder of the 2005 season.  

IRONS IN THE FIRE

EMPLOYEE NEWS
DADAVE STVE STANLEYANLEY

Having graduated from University
College, Northampton last summer with a
Marketing degree, Dave joined the Stanair
sales team in May this year.  Based in Milton
Keynes his brief is to find new customers in
the city and surrounding area. In his spare
time he is an ardent supporter of football,
especially of Leicester City which was the
town of his birth.

Dave told us: "I am very pleased to have
joined Stanair as it is a company that is

always looking to the future. It has a great
management team who are continually looking

to improve the company and the employees. They are a recognised 'Investor in People'
company so they obviously care about their employees. I am sure I will enjoy my time
here."  

DEBBIE BROOKSDEBBIE BROOKS
Debbie has been with Stanair since January 2005. She grew up in Blackwater in

Surrey and lived there until 1984.  Since then she has moved around the country,
working in all fields of secretarial work before finally settling in Milton Keynes in 1992.
She is married and currently rents a flat in Milton
Keynes with her husband.

"I am so very pleased to have joined Stanair"
says Debbie. "It is a great company to work for
and it is always looking to the future.  

Everyone within Stanair has made me feel
very welcome and I am glad to be part of such a
great team. I feel like I have been here for years,
not months; I can really see a future for myself
within the company."   

STSTARRING ROLEARRING ROLE

Mike Adhemar is a well known face at
Stanair, having worked with the company
for the past eight years.

He began his career with British Gas
as a management trainee and rose
through the ranks to become a
departmental technical manager before
joining Stanair in 1997.

Mike has an active social life playing
a starring role in many amateur theatre
productions. His most recent part was as
Fagin in Oliver last month but he has also
played in My Fair Lady and Oklahoma.

However, during the day his work as a
salesman makes him a star among the
Stanair staff.  
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WE NEED YOUR HELP!
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At Stanair Industrial Door Services we are continually trying to improve our service to our customers. To do this we
need feedback on the service we are currently providing.

Please help us by completing the following questionnaire and faxing it back to us on 01536 411799.

1. You are aware of all of the products and services offered by Stanair?
Strongly agree No opinion Strongly disagree

2. If you have used the Stanair emergency call-out service how would you rate it?
Fantastic Excellent Good Quite poor Poor

3. How would rate the service you received from our engineers?
Excellent Very good Average Below average Poor Very poor

4. How do you rate our engineers’ regard for your site rules and regulations?
Fantastic Excellent Good Quite poor Poor

First name: Surname: Position:

Company: Address:

Postcode: Phone: Fax:

Date of birth: Hobbies:

Email:

We would also be interested to hear our customers’ opinions of trading on-line and receiving quotes by email.
Please complete the details above and put a cross in this box if this would be of interest to you.

To be removed from our mailing list, please complete your details above and put a cross in this box.

Please let us know if any of your details have changed so that we can ensure our information reaches the correct person. We
would also be interested in discovering what our customers like to do in their spare time as we hope to arrange some corporate
hospitality days in the near future; we would also love to be given the opportunity of wishing our customers a Happy Birthday if

you would like to disclose your birth date.
All information disclosed to the Stanair Group will be treated with the utmost confidentaility, 

as required by the Data Protection Act.


